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Governments of the Future in the ICT Era 2006 before september 11 security meant smart cards passwords pin codes firewalls
public key infrastructure initiatives pki and symmetric key infrastructure ski but after this tragedy the focus has shifted to
managing e governance with a lot more em
The Pune Green Guide 2001 directory of environmental non profit organizations in pune india
Science Teachers' Learning 2016-01-15 currently many states are adopting the next generation science standards ngss or are
revising their own state standards in ways that reflect the ngss for students and schools the implementation of any science standards
rests with teachers for those teachers an evolving understanding about how best to teach science represents a significant transition
in the way science is currently taught in most classrooms and it will require most science teachers to change how they teach that
change will require learning opportunities for teachers that reinforce and expand their knowledge of the major ideas and concepts
in science their familiarity with a range of instructional strategies and the skills to implement those strategies in the classroom
providing these kinds of learning opportunities in turn will require profound changes to current approaches to supporting teachers
learning across their careers from their initial training to continuing professional development a teacher s capability to improve
students scientific understanding is heavily influenced by the school and district in which they work the community in which the
school is located and the larger professional communities to which they belong science teachers learning provides guidance for
schools and districts on how best to support teachers learning and how to implement successful programs for professional
development this report makes actionable recommendations for science teachers learning that take a broad view of what is known
about science education how and when teachers learn and education policies that directly and indirectly shape what teachers are
able to learn and teach the challenge of developing the expertise teachers need to implement the ngss presents an opportunity to
rethink professional learning for science teachers science teachers learning will be a valuable resource for classrooms departments
schools districts and professional organizations as they move to new ways to teach science
Social Marketing in Action 2019-05-24 this textbook provides students with real world social marketing case studies from different
countries and regions around the world taking learners from classroom theory to practice the primary objective is to clearly portray
to students distinct identifiable steps that are essential for successful social marketing campaigns core social marketing practices are
applied to each case to help students master social marketing principles and apply them to their own real world social marketing
activities in order to affect positive social change this textbook first provides the tools necessary to understand the effective applica
tion of social marketing and then offers 24 case studies exemplifying effective social marketing efforts from all around the world
specifically part i clearly and concisely explains the principles of social marketing in five chapters upstream vs downstream social
marketing swot competition fundamentals of social marketing ethics formative and evaluative research theories applied in social
marketing a historical perspective on social marketing part ii features 24 social marketing case studies that demonstrate the
application of social marketing principles all 24 cases follow a consistent structure that includes background positioning swot
research objectives the 4 p s target audience evaluation barriers and benefits discussion competition this format allows for students
and professors to easily and effectively select individual cases and compare between cases this textbook also allows instructors to
encourage critical thinking by having students compare and contrast not only the cases themselves but the applications used in
addition teaching guides with answers to discussion questions suggestions for activities inside and outside of the classroom and
further readings are available to assist professors in teaching from this book
Empowering students for just societies 2019-10-04 the push towards greater autonomy is one of the three main trends in every
modern educational policy alongside quality assurance and quality evaluation techniques and the need to devote attention to special
and often disadvantaged target groups it is however difficult to derive a unified concept of autonomy from the comparative
indicators which are published on a regular basis and it has emerged that there are significant differences depending on the specific
area and the administrative organisation of education in the country in question during the discussions of the annual congress of the
european association for education law and policy ela in salzburg 1998 it was apparent that autonomy has to be considered in its
various applications autonomy for school boards is realised through management administrative mechanisms management of staff
and pedagogical options autonomy of administration requires competence the willingness to establish an autonomous administration
and awareness of each party s responsibility in the educational process the contents of this yearbook are an answer to the question of
how legislatures are responding to the trend towards greater responsibility decentralisation and autonomy it is an overview of the
efforts made by the member states of the european union to apply the principle of subsidiarity
International Conference on Emerging Trends in Electrical, Communication and Information Technologies, Vol 1 2000-04-13
containing a selection of texts on education prepared during the work of the international commission on education for the twenty
first century this volume bears witness to some paradoxes faced by education to reconcile divergent aims and trends to embody
both continuity and renewal to encourage conformity and innovation these papers are intended to complement existing literature
to respond to questions that arose in the course of the commission s work and to illuminate specific issues that cross disciplines
Autonomy in Education 1998 this book explores how the transnational education for sustainable development esd policy is being
translated into formal school education in india stephanie leder investigates the esd s transformative potential for pedagogic practice
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and builds a set of principles for how the global objectives of the esd can be interpreted in diverse socio cultural contexts her
approach for transformative pedagogic practice emphasizes the promotion of a critical consciousness through argumentation skills
using the case of water conflicts in geography education in india the book reveals the contradictions between esd objectives and
curricula syllabi textbooks and classroom teaching at secondary schools in pune maharashtra leder s approach demonstrates how
principles of schooling can be altered towards learner centered problem posing and network thinking teaching approaches to
empower students towards reflective decision making on the sustainable use of natural resources
Education for the Twenty-first Century 2018-12-21 princess nila is eager to win the surya championship the famous weightlifting
contest in her kingdom but there are so many obstacles to overcome not least a handsome prince and her parents expectations story
attribution the weightlifting princess is written by sowmya rajendran pratham books 2018 some rights reserved released under cc
by 4 0 license creativecommons org licenses by 4 0 other credits the weightlifting princess has been published on storyweaver by
pratham books prathambooks org guest art director maithili doshi
Transformative Pedagogic Practice 2005-06-01 teacher preparation programs in the united states and around the world have finally
begun to address this deficiency in their programs the realization that technology is a powerful driving force in education coupled
with a renewed emphasis on teacher preparation by governments have resulted in some dramatic changes in teacher preparation
programs i believe that we have just begun to see changes in teacher preparation and that the pace of change will continue to
accelerate this volume covers some of the more exciting developments in the field including the emergence of wireless computing
in the classroom and the preparation of teachers in an online environment in short i am optimistic for those of you who are also in
the field i think you will agree for those who are just entering the field this book is a great place to start as you change education
finally while this book is the last book of the three part series that we at cait conceptualized with charalambos vrasidas and gene
glass it is also the beginning of a new relationship we are excited to join with a new partner cardet to present this book over many
years in the education and r d field i have come to realize the value of partnerships and relationships i want to thank both
charalambos and gene for making this series a reality and such a success we are looking forward to working with them and cardet
in the near future
The Weightlifting Princess 2004 bool of readings collected by cd founders of emotional intelligence introduces theory measurement
applications of
Preparing Teachers to Teach with Technology 2013-04-25 following a 2011 report by the national research council nrc on
successful k 12 education in science technology engineering and mathematics stem congress asked the national science foundation to
identify methods for tracking progress toward the report s recommendations in response the nrc convened the committee on an
evaluation framework for successful k 12 stem education to take on this assignment the committee developed 14 indicators linked
to the 2011 report s recommendations by providing a focused set of key indicators related to students access to quality learning
educator s capacity and policy and funding initiatives in stem the committee addresses the need for research and data that can be
used to monitor progress in k 12 stem education and make informed decisions about improving it the recommended indicators
provide a framework for congress and relevant deferral agencies to create and implement a national level monitoring and
reporting system that assesses progress toward key improvements recommended by a previous national research council 2011
committee measures student knowledge interest and participation in the stem disciplines and stem related activities tracks financial
human capital and material investments in k 12 stem education at the federal state and local levels provides information about the
capabilities of the stem education workforce including teachers and principals and facilitates strategic planning for federal
investments in stem education and workforce development when used with labor force projections all 14 indicators explained in
this report are intended to form the core of this system monitoring progress toward successful k 12 stem education a nation
advancing summarizes the 14 indicators and tracks progress towards the initial report s recommendations
Emotional Intelligence 2018-05-17 biotechnology is an interdisciplinary field of study which focuses on the development of
specified products using living systems or organisms the recent developments made in the field of biotechnology help our society
in developing better health care products and vaccines apart from using this technology in the health care sector it also helps in
generating fuel which is less harmful for our environment in this book constant effort has been made to make the understanding of
the difficult concepts of biotechnology as easy and informative as possible for the readers it aims to serve as a resource guide for
students and experts alike and contribute to the growth of the discipline
Monitoring Progress Toward Successful K-12 STEM Education 2012-02-28 science engineering and technology permeate nearly
every facet of modern life and hold the key to solving many of humanity s most pressing current and future challenges the united
states position in the global economy is declining in part because u s workers lack fundamental knowledge in these fields to address
the critical issues of u s competitiveness and to better prepare the workforce a framework for k 12 science education proposes a
new approach to k 12 science education that will capture students interest and provide them with the necessary foundational
knowledge in the field a framework for k 12 science education outlines a broad set of expectations for students in science and
engineering in grades k 12 these expectations will inform the development of new standards for k 12 science education and
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subsequently revisions to curriculum instruction assessment and professional development for educators this book identifies three
dimensions that convey the core ideas and practices around which science and engineering education in these grades should be
built these three dimensions are crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science through their common application across
science and engineering scientific and engineering practices and disciplinary core ideas in the physical sciences life sciences and
earth and space sciences and for engineering technology and the applications of science the overarching goal is for all high school
graduates to have sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in public discussions on science related issues be
careful consumers of scientific and technical information and enter the careers of their choice a framework for k 12 science
education is the first step in a process that can inform state level decisions and achieve a research grounded basis for improving
science instruction and learning across the country the book will guide standards developers teachers curriculum designers
assessment developers state and district science administrators and educators who teach science in informal environments
Principles of Biotechnology 2013-03-09 this book systematically explores and reflects on a variety of issues related to collaborative
mathematics teacher education practice and research such as classroom coaching mentoring or co learning agreements highlighting
the evolution and implications of collaborative enterprises in different cultural settings it is relevant to educational researchers
research students and practitioners
A Framework for K-12 Science Education 2020-10-15 the covid 19 pandemic was a forceful reminder that education plays an
important role in delivering not just academic learning but also in supporting physical and emotional well being balancing
traditional book learning with broader social and personal development means new roles for schools and education more generally
Collaboration in Teacher Education 2010-07-25 teachers make a difference the success of any plan for improving educational
outcomes depends on the teachers who carry it out and thus on the abilities of those attracted to the field and their preparation yet
there are many questions about how teachers are being prepared and how they ought to be prepared yet teacher preparation is
often treated as an afterthought in discussions of improving the public education system preparing teachers addresses the issue of
teacher preparation with specific attention to reading mathematics and science the book evaluates the characteristics of the
candidates who enter teacher preparation programs the sorts of instruction and experiences teacher candidates receive in
preparation programs and the extent that the required instruction and experiences are consistent with converging scientific
evidence preparing teachers also identifies a need for a data collection model to provide valid and reliable information about the
content knowledge pedagogical competence and effectiveness of graduates from the various kinds of teacher preparation programs
federal and state policy makers need reliable outcomes based information to make sound decisions and teacher educators need to
know how best to contribute to the development of effective teachers clearer understanding of the content and character of
effective teacher preparation is critical to improving it and to ensuring that the same critiques and questions are not being repeated
10 years from now
Educational Research and Innovation Education in the Digital Age Healthy and Happy Children 2019 this report identifies seven
policy dimensions that allow governments together with citizens firms and stakeholders to shape digital transformation to improve
lives it also highlights key opportunities challenges and policies related to each dimension offers new insights evidence and analysis
and provides recommendations for better policies in the digital age
Preparing Teachers 2019-03-11 this new volume provides an informative collection of chapters on ict and data analytics in
education helping to lead the digital revolution in higher education the chapters emphasize skill development through ict artificial
intelligence in education policies for integrating ict in higher education and more the book focuses mainly on technological
advancements in ict in education the perceived role of ict in the teaching learning transaction pedagogy for teaching learning in
the 21st century student centered learning based on ict learning analytics online technologies learning tools for technology
enhanced learning distance education and learning the effective use of ict in management education experiences in ict for
technology enhanced learning influence of ict in research development in higher education role of teachers in direct classroom
teaching in web based education system and role of ict in innovation capacity building the case studies help to illustrate the ideas
and concepts discussed in the chapters
The Girl who Could Not Stop Laughing 2020-11-17 selected as a 2008 best business book of the year by the economist the net
generation has arrived are you ready for it chances are you know a person between the ages of 11 and 30 you ve seen them doing
five things at once texting friends downloading music uploading videos watching a movie on a two inch screen and doing who
knows what on facebook or myspace they re the first generation to have literally grown up digital and they re part of a global
cultural phenomenon that s here to stay the bottom line is this if you understand the net generation you will understand the
future if you re a baby boomer or gen xer this is your field guide a fascinating inside look at the net generation grown up digital is
inspired by a 4 million private research study new york times bestselling author don tapscott has surveyed more than 11 000
young people instead of a bunch of spoiled screenagers with short attention spans and zero social skills he discovered a remarkably
bright community which has developed revolutionary new ways of thinking interacting working and socializing grown up digital
reveals how the brain of the net generation processes information seven ways to attract and engage young talent in the workforce
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seven guidelines for educators to tap the net gen potential parenting 2 0 there s no place like the new home citizen net how young
people and the internet are transforming democracy today s young people are using technology in ways you could never imagine
instead of passively watching television the net geners are actively participating in the distribution of entertainment and
information for the first time in history youth are the authorities on something really important and they re changing every aspect
of our society from the workplace to the marketplace from the classroom to the living room from the voting booth to the oval office
the digital age is here the net generation has arrived meet the future
Going Digital: Shaping Policies, Improving Lives 2011 bringing together issues of theory research and practice in constructivist
teacher education this book raises the questions and offers answers as to how does one persuade students and teachers to change
their fundamental beliefs and practices about teaching and learning
Role of ICT in Higher Education 2008-11-16 the most comprehensive resource available on the many applications of portable
spectrometers including material not found in any other published work portable spectroscopy and spectrometry volume two is an
authoritative and up to date compendium of the diverse applications for portable spectrometers across numerous disciplines whereas
volume one focuses on the specific technologies of the portable spectrometers themselves volume two explores the use of portable
instruments in wide range of fields including pharmaceutical development clinical research food analysis forensic science geology
astrobiology cultural heritage and archaeology volume two features contributions by a multidisciplinary team of experts with hands
on experience using portable instruments in their respective areas of expertise organized both by instrumentation type and by
scientific or technical discipline 21 detailed chapters cover various applications of portable ion mobility spectrometry ims infrared
and near infrared nir spectroscopy raman and x ray fluorescence xrf spectroscopy smartphone spectroscopy and many others filling
a significant gap in literature on the subject the second volume of portable spectroscopy and spectrometry features a significant
amount of content published for the first time or not available in existing literature brings together work by authors with assorted
backgrounds and fields of study discusses the central role of applications in portable instrument development covers the algorithms
calibrations and libraries that are of critical importance to successful applications of portable instruments includes chapters on
portable spectroscopy applications in areas such as the military agriculture and feed hazardous materials hazmat art conservation and
environmental science portable spectroscopy and spectrometry volume two is an indispensable resource for developers of portable
instruments in universities research institutes instrument companies civilian and government purchasers trainers operators of
portable instruments and educators and students in portable spectroscopy courses
Leading the Change-- 2005-08-15 the ultimate ghost hunting journal this is an 8 5x11 106 page journal for anyone that loves to go
ghost hunting takes ghost hunting tours or just loves paranormal activity funny ghost hunting journal gift ghost tours wishlist
ghost tours i ve done paranormal activity gift for ghost hunters paranormal activity investigator aliens abductees angels spirits
guardians bewitched conjure up funny ghost hunting adventure journal to write in
Grown Up Digital: How the Net Generation is Changing Your World 1986 in an age that dictates accountability and verifiability of
educational programs institutions of higher education are called on to justify their programs to meet these demands there is a need
for improved methods for the evaluation of teacher education programs more importantly there is a need for the development of
methods and procedures to conduct continuous and on going evaluation that can aid the process of program improvement many
institutions have had difficulties in developing and implementing satisfactory systems for conducting needed evaluation in recent
years the standards for the approval of teacher education programs in all of the states were strengthened as were the standards for
approval by the national council for the accreditation of teacher education ncate these revised standards put even more emphasis on
accountability and the need for both summative and formative evaluation in a teacher education program tennessee technological
university has long been recognized as an institution with an exemplary project in program evaluation as a result in 1986 the state
of tennessee established at tennessee technological university a center for teacher education evaluation the center began work in
july 1986 on the development of models and systems for conducting teacher education program evaluation to most teacher
education program evaluation is simple and straightforward evaluation includes a set of options a set of criteria data collection and
interpretation x and then use in meeting accountability needs
Constructivist Teacher Education 2021-04-28 as one of today s cloud computing services google app engine does more than provide
access to a large system of servers it also offers you a simple model for building applications that scale automatically to accommodate
millions of users with programming google app engine you ll get expert practical guidance that will help you make the best use of
this powerful platform google engineer dan sanderson shows you how to design your applications for scalability including ways to
perform common development tasks using app engine s apis and scalable services you ll learn about app engine s application server
architecture runtime environments and scalable datastore for distributing data as well as techniques for optimizing your application
app engine offers nearly unlimited computing power and this book provides clear and concise instructions for getting the most
from it right from the source discover the differences between traditional web development and development with app engine
learn the details of app engine s python and java runtime environments understand how app engine handles web requests and
executes application code learn how to use app engine s scalable datastore including queries and indexes transactions and data
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modeling use task queues to parallelize and distribute work across the infrastructure deploy and manage applications with ease
Pitting Corrosion of Metals 2019-05-06 a framework for k 12 science education and next generation science standards ngss describe a
new vision for science learning and teaching that is catalyzing improvements in science classrooms across the united states
achieving this new vision will require time resources and ongoing commitment from state district and school leaders as well as
classroom teachers successful implementation of the ngss will ensure that all k 12 students have high quality opportunities to learn
science guide to implementing the next generation science standards provides guidance to district and school leaders and teachers
charged with developing a plan and implementing the ngss as they change their curriculum instruction professional learning
policies and assessment to align with the new standards for each of these elements this report lays out recommendations for action
around key issues and cautions about potential pitfalls coordinating changes in these aspects of the education system is challenging as
a foundation for that process guide to implementing the next generation science standards identifies some overarching principles
that should guide the planning and implementation process the new standards present a vision of science and engineering learning
designed to bring these subjects alive for all students emphasizing the satisfaction of pursuing compelling questions and the joy of
discovery and invention achieving this vision in all science classrooms will be a major undertaking and will require changes to
many aspects of science education guide to implementing the next generation science standards will be a valuable resource for
states districts and schools charged with planning and implementing changes to help them achieve the goal of teaching science for
the 21st century
Portable Spectroscopy and Spectrometry, Applications 1988-04-30 new york times bestseller the trump administration is remaking
the government it s even worse than you think what the trump administration is doing to america tells us exactly how it is
making america worse again bestselling author and longtime trump observer david cay johnston shines a light on the political
termites who have infested our government under the trump administration destroying it from within and compromising our jobs
safety finances and more no journalist knows donald trump better than david cay johnston who has been following him since 1988
it s even worse than you think what the trump administration is doing to america goes inside the administration to show how the
federal agencies that touch the lives of all americans are being undermined here is just some of what you will learn the wall
mexican president enrique pena nieto told president trump that mexico will never pay for the border wall so trump is proposing
putting a tariff on mexican imports but a tariff will simply raise the price of mexican goods in the us meaning american consumers
will end up paying for the wall if it ever gets built climate change welcome to the new epa run by scott pruitt a lawyer who has
spent much of his career trying to destroy the agency he now heads secrecy reigns at the new epa because pruitt meets with
industry executives to find out which clean air and clean water provisions they most want to roll back and keeps staffers in the
dark to make sure these pro pollution plans don t leak prematurely stocking the swamp contrary to his promise to drain the swamp
in washington dc trump has filled his cabinet with millionaires and billionaires from treasury secretary steven mnuchin a goldman
sachs and hedge fund veteran who made much of his fortune foreclosing on homeowners to billionaire heiress education secretary
betsy devos who has already put the interests of bankers ahead of debt burdened students and their families the kleptocracy under
donald trump conflict of interest is passé when trump isn t in washington he stays at one of his properties where the taxpayers
pick up the tab for staffers secret service and so on all at full price and back in washington everyone now knows that the trump
international hotel is the only place to stay if you want to do business with the administration meanwhile sons donald jr and eric
run an eyes wide open blind trust of trump holdings to avoid the appearance of conflict of interest but not the reality
My Paranormal Investigations 2009-11-23 next generation science standards identifies the science all k 12 students should know
these new standards are based on the national research council s a framework for k 12 science education the national research
council the national science teachers association the american association for the advancement of science and achieve have partnered
to create standards through a collaborative state led process the standards are rich in content and practice and arranged in a coherent
manner across disciplines and grades to provide all students an internationally benchmarked science education the print version of
next generation science standards complements the nextgenscience org website and provides an authoritative offline reference to
the standards when creating lesson plans arranged by grade level and by core discipline making information quick and easy to find
printed in full color with a lay flat spiral binding allows for bookmarking highlighting and annotating
Teacher Education Evaluation 2015-03-27 a study of child care centers in the u s shows there is a lack of adequate early literacy
programs in these programs
Programming Google App Engine 1884 we will discuss the history of the lost tribes of israel and follow their ancient migrations
into every corner of the earth the wandering of the israelite tribe of dan from ancient greece to central asia and their subsequent
migration to europe will be discussed based on the old and new testaments icelandic sagas scientific and dna data jewish torah and
secular writings many other sources will be brought to light for your consideration you will certainly learn many new things
contrary to your current understanding of the ancestral and cultural identity of many different nations of the world you will also
discover that modern historians and academia have either intentionally or mistakenly omitted certain historical information from
the contemporary academic education curriculum this has resulted in a completely different perspective of ancient history this has
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resulted in the belief that the ancient israelites are either lost in history and or the assertion that the modern israeli s are the last
remnant of the descendants of the israelite descendants of abraham isaac and jacob both of which are not true the word of bible is
historically accurate although subject to the prejudices and distortions of numerous translations by different cultures and linguistic
imperfections the israelites were scattered throughout all corners of the earth into every nation and kingdom just as the most high
god ahayah i am that i am exodus 3 13 15 said that they would be we will discover part of the history of the ancient israelites and
their associations with the scythians and aryans of secular history the israelites became known as the scythians and in persia as the
parthians after their assimilation with these peoples they also became rulers of many of the foreign lands they migrated or were
once enslaved in and founded many ancient empires because of their warrior prowess the ancient origins of european nations and
scandinavians began with this massive migration of populations even before the diaspora in 722 b c
Guide to Implementing the Next Generation Science Standards 2018-01-16 the constitution of india is the supreme law of land the
document lays down extensively the framework demarcating fundamental political code structure procedures powers and duties of
government institutions and sets out fundamental rights directive principles and the duties of citizens it is the longest written
constitution of any country on earth b r ambedkar chairman of the drafting committee is widely considered to be its chief architect
constitution is a living document an instrument which makes the government system work its flexibility lies in its amendments in
this edition the text of the constitution of india has been brought up to date by incorporating therein all amendments made by
parliament up to and including the constitution one hundredth amendment act 2015 which contains details of acquired and
transferred territories between the governments of india and bangladesh and the same has been included in annexure good
readable print
Notes on school management 2013-08-29 focuses on the public sector in developing countries provides tools of analysis for
discovering equity in tax burdens as well as in public spending and judging government performance in its role in safeguarding
the interests of the poor and disadvantaged outlines a framework for a rights based approach to citizen empowerment in other
words creating an institutional design with appropriate rules restraints and incentives to make the public sector responsive and
accountable to an average voter
It's Even Worse Than You Think 2001 measuring the digital transformation a roadmap for the future provides new insights into
the state of the digital transformation by mapping indicators across a range of areas from education and innovation to trade and
economic and social outcomes against current digital policy issues as presented in going digital shaping policies improving lives
Next Generation Science Standards 2001 higher education policy is the key to lifelong learning and this is particularly important as
the ageing population is increasing in many countries it is a major driver of economic competitiveness in an increasingly
knowledge driven global economy and it also brings social cohesion and well being countries are increasingly aware that higher
education institutions need to foster the skills required to sustain a globally competitive research base and improve knowledge
dissemination to the benefit of society kazakhstan s higher education system has made progress over the past ten years however
there is scope for improvement in delivering labour market relevant skills to kazakhstanis and in supporting economic growth
through research and innovation in examining the higher education system in kazakhstan this report builds on a 2007 joint oecd
world bank review reviews of national policies for education higher education in kazakhstan 2007 each chapter presents an
overview of progress made in the past decade across the main areas explored in the 2007 report these include quality and relevance
access and equity internationalisation research and innovation financing and governance the report also examines policy responses
to evolving dynamics in higher education and the wider socio economic changes
Access for All 2019-01-11
India, Facts & Figures 2019-06-06
The Ancient Origins of Scandinavia 2005
The Constitution of India 2019-03-11
Public Expenditure Analysis 2017-03-15
Measuring the Digital Transformation A Roadmap for the Future
Higher Education in Kazakhstan 2017
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